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Following the ascending opening passage, the theme of section A begins in a rather murky
and timid manner as it transforms from the dismay of the aftermath in the second
movement to sounds of realization that thousands of lives have been innocently taken in
the third movement. In section B there is one note that is sustained in the upper register;
the mounting concern and question as to what has happened is heard in the lower register
demonstrated by the constant 16th note arpeggiated figures. These arpeggiated figures
are with awkward intervals of ever-changing fourths, tri-tones, fifths, and sixths spanning
up to four octaves up and down the keyboard. The single sustained tone heard in the upper
register is eventually heard somewhat as a pedal tone incorporated into a descending
linear figure creating a separate but equal force of tension against the material heard in
the lower register. There is intentional conflict in the shaping of the phrases as the two
lines do not necessarily support each other; they have their own points of tension and
resolution. The height of tension in this movement is felt when both left hand and right
hand content is heard as a single force. The texture of the right hand is chordal as it is
accompanied by the ever-continuous arpeggiated figures in the left hand. 

This movement ends with question and in a surprise outburst, movement four,
‘Unanswered Questions” begins.

“Unanswered Questions,” the fourth movement, exposes feelings of frustration from
groups of people collectively demanding answers to the obvious questions that we all
pondered. The feeling of utter hopelessness after the severe realization of the loss and
sense of destruction is reflected in this movement by seemingly unmeasured passages
accompanying urgent outbursts of motivic statements, odd-numbered rhythmic groupings
with deliberate varying tempos set against each other, and striking textures pitted against
each other. Pianistically, it is a bit awkward to play as there are sixteenth note ostinatos
that include leaps of tenths that accompany the original motive in the right hand. On
repeat of this motive the octaves are compounded by major sevenths. After the middle
section, this motive is heard again with the motive in a broken octave pattern compounded
with sixths against wide leaps of parallel fifths in the left hand. 

This movement makes use of the effect of a three octave jump passage in the left hand
in 8th notes as it crosses over the right hand to represent questions of survivors and our

The Music
This work was initially conceived a month or two before the tragic day of September 11,
2001. At the time of its conception, it seemed it would be a single movement piece that
would reflect my times in Barcelona, Spain. On September 11, I was at Dulles Airport,
where I had been delivered by the Greyhound Bus Company at 11AM for my flight to
Barcelona, Spain. Unbeknownst to me and all of the other passengers on the bus, the
events of that day had already occurred. Most passengers had been on the bus from 7 AM
that morning and were totally unaware of any abnormal activity in the nation. Upon my
return to Barcelona, several days later, I sat at the piano and continued with my compo-
sition but the piece took on another color without any planned notions. As a result, the
work, Reflections on 9/11 was born.

The motive in the first movement, “That Day,” a four-note phrase with a descending
fourth and descending third is heard immediately in the opening passages interwoven
within a rhapsodic impressionistic texture of septuplets. My time in Spain allowed for
some exposure to a number of Spanish flavors that can be heard in a couple of passages
in the first movement and also in the fifth movement. As the movement modulates into
the quasi-development section, the motive can be heard juxtaposed a five against eight
passage of seconds and thirds within a myriad of textures including an ascending parallel
sevenths passage simultaneously with a cascading parallel fourths passage as the events
of that day become revealed. A second motive is introduced in the quasi-development
section, and both motives recur in later sections of the work. 

“Aftermath,” the second movement is rather sparse and somber. It quietly reflects the fears
and devastation of what had transpired. Bells tolling in the distance can be heard throughout
signaling the times of hopelessness and despair. The middle section picks up a bit with a surge of
hope although ultimately one can hear a revisit of one of the buildings collapsing in a distance fog.

While the third movement, “Anguish,” does not pretend to represent the full emotional
scale experienced by those who either survived the tragedy or by those who lost loved
ones, it serves as one of many vehicles to express elements of the sorrow, torment and
betrayal that were felt universally.



“Burial,” the sixth movement, is quiet and songlike. As the title indicates, reflectively,
looks at a new reality which has taken form forever. While mournful the simplicity of its
texture demonstrates a certain level of calmness but not necessarily of acceptance. The
texture suggests a need of guidance from a higher being in how the melody is written in
the upper register juxtaposed the earthy bass register symbolizing a celestial event. The
lack of finality in this movement is indicated by the questionable last chord cluster and
the attaca from the sixth to the seventh movement. 

The seventh movement, “The New and Marvelous,” takes on the energy as if to begin
reconstruction of a nation. Our country was spiritually, emotionally, financially and struc-
turally wounded. The building of our new country’s face can be heard in the first motive.
The coming together of people from all walks of life can be felt in this movement because
in many passages themes are pitted against each other with contrasting meters in the
right and left hands. This movement employs passages of consecutive parallel sevenths,
unmeasured melodic passages over a specific duration of time, clusters and bitonality.

This final movement, in quasi compound ternary form, opens with a passage employing an
01234 set (5-1 in The Structure of Atonal Music by Allen Forte) that later serves as an
ostinato where the theme from Haydn’s The Marv’lous Work from his oratorio, The Creation,
is initially heard. Haydn’s theme returns in a bitonal setting later in the movement. 

Haydn’s Oratorio recites the passages from the Bible about the beginning of our planet,
Earth. This movement is titled “The New and Marvelous” because not only did many of
us loose a loved one or have one injured, but many of us may also have lost intangible
things such as our spirit, our sense of trust, and our belief in the goodness of mankind.
Each of us may have something in our own lives that we may have wanted to re-build
as a result of the tragedy that occurred on September 11, 2001. 

We have all been reminded that time is precious, and it is hoped that Reflections on 9/11
will serve as a bridge by which people will journey to a new and marvelous place in life. 

—Karen Walwyn

countrymen as to why this tragedy has taken place. A slight glimmer of hope for an
answer is suggested with a low static rumble of This Little Light of Mine, which is heard
deep in the bass of the instrument. Commonly this is a spiritual sung by children, but in
this instance we all are asking questions in hopes for some resolve. This Little Light of
Mine is heard simultaneously against a passage of a descending multi-intervalic passage
in the right hand juxtaposed a separate meter in the left hand of ascending fifths lending
to the internal despair and conflict supporting the nature of this movement. 

The fifth movement, “Memories,” is a set of variations based on a theme that is heard 
in various colors and cultures. This movement represents an American’s perspective of
cultures from other countries. While some variations are more delicate and playful such
as Variation I, A Child’s Innocence, others have some form of tension, not forgetting the
pain suffered from the tragedy. Some tension is evident in Variation V, Distant Echoes of
Street Dancing in Venezuela by the slightly pushed tempo. As the World Trade Center
represented numerous nationalities from across the continents, along with the Americans
who perished in the Pentagon and on Flight 93, this movement hopes to touch on some
of the fond thoughts of those cultures. Such composers as Chopin, Rachmaninoff and
Prokofiev were influential with regard to textures, temperaments and chromaticisms 
as were some folk rhythms and native styles of Latin America, West Africa and China.
The eight variations are titled:

I. A Child’s Innocence
II. A Windy Day in Poland
III. A Masked Armenian Dancer in a Maze
IV. Bumble Bees in China
V. Distant Echoes of Street Dancing in Venezuela

VI. Autumn Leaves in Moscow
VII. West African Dances in Romania
VIII. A Cobblestone Road in Hungary 

This movement was inspired by the idea that tragedy can unite people—
that it can bring us closer together. 



The Composer
Concert pianist and recording artist, Karen Walwyn, successfully made her New York
recital debut on The Interpretations Series, Merkin Hall, in New York City, quickly followed
by her debut performance on National Public Radio, (NPR). Her most noted performances
included works from her compact discs entitled Dark Fires: 20th Century Music for
Piano, Vol. I and Dark Fires: Walwyn and Friends, Vol. II (Albany Records). 

Articles and reviews have appeared in the Washington Post, Fanfare, American Record
Guide, Records International Catalogue, and the Detroit Free Press in response to the
recordings and as a result she is in high demand across the United States and in Europe.

“Walwyn was fearless throughout, managing every challenge with precise fingers and
heroic command of textures.”... (The Cleveland Plain Dealer), of her performance for the
Musart Series at the Cleveland Museum of Art. Other such halls and institutions where
Walwyn has given master classes and performances of her repertoire of African American
20th Century and European 19th Century works have been in Barcelona; Tenerife,
Canary Islands; Salzburg, London, Nice and at many university across the United States.

Walwyn has served on the faculties of the School of Music at the University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, Interlochen, Michigan, and at Southwest Missouri State University, Springfield.
She has also served on the faculties at several conservatories in Spain including the
Badalona Conservatory, Barcelona; the Conservatorio Privada de Música in Tenerife, Canary
Islands; the Centre d’Educacio Musical, Terrassa; and at the American Academy, Barcelona.

Currently Walwyn is on the faculty at Howard University. She continues to work on various
projects including her new collection of Music for Children produced by Kadoro Klassics:
A Classical Composers Educational Series entitled Creative Afternoons (workbook and CD
set) that was created, authored, and recorded by Walwyn. The intent of this educational
series is to introduce classical composers of not only European descent, but of African,
Korean, Chinese, Cuban descent among many other ethnicities, to children at an early
age. Visit her website, www.karenwalwyn.com for more information on her current and
future projects and concert dates.


